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Abstract: The degree of transverse polarization of internal K- and L-conversion electrons following

the beta decay of Hgzo3has been measured. In both cases the polarization vector was found to be
antiparallel to the momentum of the preceding beta particle. Comparison of the experimental
and theoretically calculated results indicates that the ground state spin of Hgzoswill be #- or 4.

It was predicted theoretically that as a consequence of parity non-conservation
in weak interactions internal conversion electrons following a beta decay are partially
polarized with the polarization vector parallel or antiparallel to the momentum of
the preceding beta particle
The degree of transverse polarization may be
written in the form
P = K(v/c)sin 8,
where vlc is the beta particle velocity in units of light velocity and 8 is the angle
between the directions of emission of the beta particle and the conversion electron.
The polarization coefficient K contains the characteristic constants of the y-decay
and the conversion process as well as the nuclear Spins, coupling constants and matrix
elements of the beta decay. It turns out that a determination of K will give the same
information as a measurement of the beta-gamma circular polarization correlation.
At low y-transition energies where the detection of circular polarization is difficult
the conversion coefficients are fortunately large especially for heavy nuclei. Thus,
the measurement of conversion electron polarization supplements the investigations
of the beta-gamma circular polarization correlation and is a very useful method in
nuclear spectroscopy 8).
In our experiment we separately measured the transverse polarization of K- and
L-shell conversion electrons following the beta decay of Hgzo3. The goal of this
experiment was to check the theory of the predicted effect, to deterrnine the ground
state spin of HgZo3and to get information about the mixture of the beta transition
matrix elements.
Fig. 1 is a simplified illustration of our experimental Set-up. In order to measure
the transverse polarization we scattered the conversion electrons from a gold foil and
observed the left-right asymrnetry. The conversion electrons emitted by the source
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into a üxed solid anglr and scattered at an angle e, were detected in the counter C.
The beta particles were detected in the counter ß whose position automatically was
alternated at constant time intervals berween L and R. Coincident events in both
~ o u n t e r s(about 2/10 min for L-conversion and about 15/10 min for K-conversion)
,kre registered using a Standard fast-slow coincidence circuit. The windows of the
pulse-height analysers were adjusted for ß to accept only the beta spectrum and for
C to accept either the K- or the L-conversion peak (fig. 2). The recorded coincidence
rates were corrected for accidental coincidences and for the background which was
found by measuring without scattering foil. To be Sure that no instrumental asymmetry simulates a polarization effect control measurements were made by replacing
thz gold scattering foil by an aluminium foil. No asymmetry effect was found in this
case.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the
experimental arrangement.

Fig. 2. Measured beta spectrum of Hgzo3.
The hatched areas indicate the windows
of the pulse-height analysers. The ß-particles were detected by a 1.5 mm thick
anthrazenecrystal, 30 mm in diameter.

From the corrected coincidence rates L and R we evaluated the transverse polarization of the conversion electrons
P=-

L-R
S(@) L+R '
1

using values of the Mott asymmetry function S which were calculated by Sherman
without screening corrections 9 ) . This is justified at our energies (> 193 keV) by the
experimental results of Bienlein et a1. 1°). The reduction of the asymmetry effect
due to plural scattering in the gold foil (0.18 mg/cm2) was taken into account
according to Wegener's data "1. In eq. (2) the quantity is the weighted scattering
angle regarding the finite sizes of gold foil and counter C and the F-dependence of S.
In our case: = 112.5". Depolarization in the sources (0.05 mg/cm2 and 0.1
mg/cm2) was estimated to be 12) less than 1 %. The average v/c in our experiments
was 0.49 determined by the window of the ß-analyser. Because of the finite geometrical
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size of the apparatus the angle 8 entering in eq. (1) had to be averaged and we obtained 8 = 109".
Our experimental results for the polarization of K- and L-conversion electrons are
listed in table 1 together with the results of other authors.
Experimental results for the polarization of K- and L-conversion electrons
Polarization coefficient

Author
Alberghini and Steffen 13)
Vishnevskii ef ai. 14)
Frauenfelder et ai. 16)
Schneider er al. I*)
Buhl 17)
present work

KK

KL

+0.35 f0.07
-0.32f 0.09
+0.30f 0.08
-0.42h0.18
negative sign
-0.31&0.04

-0.16f 0.06

All results of K-conversion agree as far as the absolute value is concerned but
they differ in sign. No explanation for this discrepancy has been found until now.
To facilitate comparison we remark that negative K means L > R with the definition
of L and R as given in fig. 1. This is equivalent with the statement that a polarization
vector with a direction antiparallel to the momentum of the preceding beta particle
yields a negative K-value.
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Fig. 3. Decay scheme of Hg203.The insert gives the constants of y-decay and conversion process as
they were used in the theoretical calculations In).

The decay scheme of Hg203 is given in fig. 3. All characteristic constants of the
y-transition are known, whereas the ground state spin I has not yet been detennined.
Therefore, the polarization coefficients KK for pure K-conversion and KL for the
mixture of b-b-bnconversion were calculated for each of the possible spins
I = ;t,$and 3 by means of the formulae and numerical data of refs. 2*4* 5).
t It should be noted that in Geshkenbein's work *) the sign of his polarization formula is wrong.

In our calculations we used his formula inverting the sign.
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For beta transitions with AI = 1 the polarization coefficients KK and KL turned
out to be independent from the beta matrix elements and in these cases (I = and
I = 3) we got
KK($)= +0.53, KK($) = -0.32, .
KL($) = +0.26, KL(5) = -0.15.

+

In the case AI = 0, i.e. I = 3, the polarization coefficientsdepend on a combination
z of beta-transition matrix elements which for the consjdered Coulomb transition of
Hgzo3 has the form 8*18)
z =

-C,

ja+<(c,J ir+cA j a x r )
c*j~s--t~*ji~.r

(3)

The results are

Fig. 4 shows a plot of the calculated K(3) values versus z2/(1+z2).

Fig. 4. The polarization coefficients for K- and L-conversion as a function of the matrix element
mixture z a / ( l + z e )in the case of a 8 -+ beta transition.

+

Obviously the ground state spin I = 3 is excluded by our measurements whereas
the assumption of I = 3 gives excellent agreement between theoretical and experimental results. The ground state spin I = 4 is consistent with our measurements,
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too. In this case the experimental values of KK($)and KL($)both would indicate a
strong mixture between the beta matrix elements associated with a spin-flip and those
without spin-flip.
A decision which of the ground state spins, 9 or 3, is the real one cannot be give
by means of this experiment. The agreement of the results inferred from the measurcS
ments of the K- and L- conversion electron polarization confirms the validity of
the theoretical calculations.

"i

In conclusion the authors express their gratitude to Professor H. Schopper for
valuable discussions and useful advice. This work .was supported by the Bundesministerium für Atomkernenergie.
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